


Enabling Universally Encrypted Communications



Current Challenge

▪ Exposure: As the internet of things expands 
into every conceivable market, the data 
generated remains unsecure and vulnerable.

▪ Deployment: We have used encryption to 
protect communications for millennia but 
encryption remains difficult to employ.

▪ Costs: Current encryption systems are very 
expensive; often cumbersome and manpower 
intensive.

▪ Prioritization: Many organizations restrain 
wide use of encryption for purely economic 
reasons.

▪ Urgency: Consumers are only just beginning 
to understand the need to secure their data 
with few options available.



Imagine the possibilities if you could enable 
encryption everywhere in your enterprise.



▪ Revolutionary: Employs a proprietary Key Management System, 
initiating IPSec tunnels with a new key for each session. These keys 
are different for every device and every session.

▪ Standards-based: Utilizes AES, IPSec and a FIPS140-2 certified 
key generator.

▪ Efficient: The executable is under 1Mb; it operates on less than 20 
Mb of memory using approximately 11% of a single-core Intel 
Processor.

▪ Automated: After setup, the complete process functions without 
human interaction throughout the process.

▪ Universal: As a pure software solution, it is easily adapted to any 
OS or as an add-in to applications.

▪ Unbreakable: Every packet contains an encrypted payload which 
is keyed 100% differently from all others. No current or future 
decryption process could assemble enough packets to ever rebuild 
the transmitted data.

Our Solution:

CoreVUE

Multifactor Post-Quantum Methodology



Multifactor Post-Quantum Methodology

CoreVUE wraps every packet in an encrypted session 
(including the very first packet) with a separately-
established, unique key for each session and a unique 
key for every packet within each session. 



Practical 

Advantages of 

CoreVUE

▪ Always On: CoreVUE manages the encryption process to ensure 
there is never an unsecured packet.

▪ Perfect Visibility: All decryption occurs at a single trusted point, 
ensuring 100% of network traffic is visible to your Cyber Team.

▪ Foundation for Identity: Uniquely encrypted systems are 
irrefutably recognizable, allowing forensic level proof of identity.

▪ Simplified Configurations: With encryption enabled 
everywhere, the need to apply complex security configurations on 
routers, switches and firewalls becomes obsolete.

▪ Single Attack Vector: The network attack vector is limited to a 
single zone instead of every connection point on the network.

▪ Reduced Overhead: CoreVUE simplifies network security to 
the point where expensive add-ons are unnecessary.

▪ Higher ROI: IT Security budget can be shifted to initiatives that 
increase the return on the cyber defense outlay.



… anywhere in the world
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